
Sony
Hit Bit
review

Helping hand)
from

M.-Kkins Uu Sinclair!

These are expected to be ready

by ihc April release dale.

The watch is graphically

Paying bills in comfort

And securilv isn't a problem
according lo Ms McCullic.
"You need fom separate codes

lo access [he information. They

figure*, upper and lower case,

. We feel

another , through Prcsicl.

Accessible for 11 hours a day

is aimed ai both home and
business users. And according

to Maureen McCullie at the

Daily Mi" '

then
billion configutatioi

quite secure about a. aner
cMcmivc testing."

Liltlcwoods has also
combined with Piesiel to
produce Shop TV. Customers
can order electrical equipment

at competitive prices and have it

delivered within 14 days.

i. the n
"You

Sinclair
send-up
April Fool'* Day is

A Day in the Lire follows the

bespectacled character who
on his way to the Palace to

dubbed "Dame Commander of
[hi lirinsh Umpire."

famous beard is lost.

The Sinclair C5 puis in

appearance, but Sir CI

doesn't ride it at any stage.

Sir Clivc w.i- una\ jiI.iNi-

Inside your
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better HCW

Pull-out
jargon guide

Don't be
bottled!

Explode your

BBC's

characters
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Special offer

cassette labels

Amstrad 1

'

gift of the g



An entertaining educational game where children can develop their skills of logic and
deduction, improve their reading and spelling, and at the same time have tremendous
fun, Explore country paths, fields, woods and other pleasant places, where you will

encounter many interesting characters, such as the Crooked Man, Little Bo-Peep, and
discover hidden objects, which you will need in order to help these nursery rhyme
characters. For example, you must fetch water for Jack and Jill, and can help the

Crooked Man by looking for his sixpence.

There ajMhjjty-three locations to explore, many having colourful graphics and
amusing wuiMeffects. The game has a large vocabulary and all spelling is guaranteed
correct. Age And above.
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I of
HCW leaders are male and this.

reflection of the world of
computing as a whole.

There is no reason why there

should be fewer women invol-

rt from the fact thai society

... a whole still continues to;

steer women away from newj
technology towards more;
domestic subjects.

However, there is nothing '

about the computer world (hat'

purposely discourages the
involvement of women, apart

from the occasional strip poker;
style program.
Computer magazines are a

beautiful example of the non-
st aspect of computing. AIM
lies, news items, columns!

and advertisements are aimed at

"the computer user" — male of,

female — and while this is the'

case there is no need for such:

insulting additions as women's:
pages containing (rite cliches

like knitting programs. C.K.
|
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Devilish modem
Those who have been read in]

ic news for a few months wil

ave heard all about Ihi

nicom Modem. It's availabli

9.95, ha
:i half ar

including an auto dial facility,

operation. ' Software for
Electron, Amsirad, Commo-
dore and Sinclair is due for

A nvane using a Demon at

this moment is likely to burn in

Hell if British Telecom finds

out. The modem isn't

approved for conni'iiuon i

the software

access the major databases.

Bli( software is already Rushworth Dolts. W Orongo
available in ROM at £23 | St. IW<

,1 al' :1k- si-,

Sparkling new
range

Creative Sparks
Macbeth and Danger Mouse
to release a new budget range of

Sparklers.

release until April,

£2.50 each and are being

produced lo market some of the

ich hav
i the company by

Sandy Mackenzie, Creativt

Spark's home computer soft

ware manager, claimed: "low

price does not need to mea
'

"

quality. With Sparklers w
prove that you can offer

ie games with ....

s and still charge or.'.'.

Creative Spttr

Hlb, 394 Fornborough *<f,
' rough, Hants GUM
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Calling all Aquarius Users!
" User Ltd, the official

owners' club, will be selling

software al the reduced price of

just £3.50 per program.
lilies such a.s Ed-On, Phrog-

ger. Millypede, Mazamics and
Poslman Pol are on offer and
the price includes postage and
packing. Those still living in the

Age of Aquarius should contact

the club at the address below.

arc looking up at

. The company's half-

ir profits have been announ-
1 recently, and saics of the

l CPC464 computer have added
o the figures.

i for /

Aqoar
Landau WC2H T£D

V Orang* S

200,000
|
computers last year have given

J
great impetus to our profits and

I we are predicting sales for nexl

I year of 600,000 worldwide."

an ro expand the

iide of the business

with more models and a great
deal more software. The soft-

ware is ever expanding and we
are releasing more each day. We
are moving into business and
tutorial programs as well as

belter, more interesting and

He claims thai the user club
has also been a great success

and people aren't joining just

for the discounts on Amstrad
products. "Some users like to

(hem security and they gel a
year's supply of the club

magazine loo. They gel advice,

help and software catalogues:
what is more they fell close to

Amslrad's operation."

With their CPC464 voted
Computer of the Yeai

sby ll

even rosier for Amstrad.
Amstrad, 1/9 Gorman nrf,

Tottenham, London NI7 0UF
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CONTROL
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• 360° SCROLLING SCREEN
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Warnes Wipers Is

offering you the
chance to
smarten up your
cassette library
with these
correctable
labels — at a
reduced price

<y
So.

Poo

This week's special offer

could prove a boon for

ill frustrated computer
users. No more scribbling out
names of old recordings, or

sticking on messy bits of labels.

With Warnes Wipers you can
wipe labels clean, so your
cassettes always maintain that

P r i-i !'i>. iu 11 al look.

Warnes Wipers, in conjunc-
tion with Home Computing
Weekly, is offering a special set

of nine adhesive labels, for use
with cassettes. Included in the

bargain price of £1 is a Wipers
pen, with which to personalise
your labels. And it's all yours

post free.

Once you've started using
Warnes Wipers, you won't
want to use anything else. Each
time you want lo alter your
label, you just wipe over it with

a damp cloth, then write in your

Normally available from
Boots and Tandy, or by mail
order direct from Warnes, these

correctable labels are yours at a
reduced price. HCW reviewers

put the labels to the acid test,

and this is what they said:

"A real boon to the home
progr;

the DWs look good on th

cassette and effectively an
speedily give a better-than-ne 1

appearance." D.fi

"A really 'neat' product -

quite literally. This product wi

be invaluable to anyone wh
frequently changes ih

ofca D.N.
The Data Wipers

wipe disc labels have arrived

just in time. On some of my
older discs the labels are stuck

three deep and 1 can't get them
in the drives anymore! Now you

can re-write disc labels in

complete safety'' J.R.
Warnes Wipers cassette labels

are normally available at 12 for

£1.50. With our offer you
effectively gel three labels

completely free, and it's an
ideal sample package.
Here's how to get your

sample kit: send off acht

^ payab
Wipers Ltd, to Warnes Wipers.

23 Werter Rd, London SWI5
2LL. The offei is open until

April 12, 1985. You can send
for as many sets of Warnes
Wipers as you like, but each
applies

panicd by an
not a copy.

Warm-. W ipers "ill Ihcn -ec.

you the kit of labels within 2
days. All enquiries should be

addressed to Warnes Wipers.

Tel 01-788 1782.

P.gcB HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 19 Mqr<
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Wardens,

7w*--S£5S^SSi <* of London,

PAUL MCCARTNEY'S £(/"-« *"*7,

BROADSTREETi
ig and tf?e band havt

.,,.*. for the weekend— leaving you
just 15hours to re-create the missing tune.

A race against time around London to
findeach memberof the missing band.
You have to watch out for blue
meanies, wardens and Rath! A
clever strate ~ '

excitement, i

and all wrapped-up with
McCartney music!

i
ITTTT

mh e m

m -

J

yq 1 M
rw*.. i|

/mwD aamEs

i u r the Spectrum and Commodore £7.99

i W H Smith, Menz
and alt good computer stores. <&Sk



In the first of a
regular series,

James Russell

looks at sound
and the home
computer.
There's a test
program for you
to experiment
with, too

Welcome! This regular

column is designed to

help you explore Ihe

musical capabilities of your
micro, whatever it is. Over the

ing al how sound is program-

med on different machines,
reviewing music software, and,

with a bit of help from you, the

reader, informing and enter-

laining each other with lips and
programs. You don't have lo be

musical, you just have lo be

J high r,

all the

length; listen to some music and
you'll see that some notes last

longer than others. This is the

duration of the note.

If your micro supports sound
from BASIC, then by consult-

ing your manual you will find,

amongst all the complicated

frequency/pitch, and
duration/length. Perhaps the

simplest is the Spectrum with;

BEEPduratioi n seconds, pitch

capability to play more than
one note at once, called voices

or channels, you need to tell

your machine which channel to

play the

:. Thus i rim- H

SOUND channel m

seee rem thc*

9010 RESTORE 9S*B

90,10 LtT tenpo=0.5

9030 FOR n=l TO 15

9040 READ duratlon.pitch

9050 BEEP durationt tempo .pitch

sate recr n

9M70 STOP

bSW DATA 1.5,0.2. 10 .0.5.9, 0.25.7,0.25,5,0.25,

4

9510 DATA 3.5.3.1.5,1,1.5,0,2,12.8.5,10.0.25,9

9520 DATA 3.25,7,0.25,5,4 ,4

i the Amstrad CPC

Have a look at your manual
and see what's required. Then
experiment with the listing

Spectrum. It's a short blast

from a well-known TV scries

which 1 wrote to accompany a

magazine listing.

The variable tempo varies the

speed of the tune. Play around
with it and see what happens!
Fifteen times, the computer
fetches a pair of values from
those queued up in the data

statements below; the first value

in each pair is Ihe length of the

note, called duration, while (he

second value is the frequency or

played, it's duration is modified
by the tempo at which you want
it played, then the note is played
for that period of time. The
whole process then starts again.

Spectrum, then you have a bit

more work to do! Unfortun-
ately, each micro maker handles

pilch with a
lifferei Kofni

te of middle C is

n the Spectrum it's and
le CPC464 it's 47S! Fun,

C; A sharp; A; G; F; E; D
sharp; C sharp;

C; C one octave higher; A
sharp; A; G; F; E

from there! If

ave followed us

this far, I know all those sharps

look funny, but that's how the

To v t the d

. . ... the first number in each

of the pairs of values in the

Spectrum listing. Thai's Ihe

duration in seconds. A bit of
swift multiplication should
enable you to convert for your
micro. Type it in and see whai
you get!

If you're a sci-fi fan, you
should recognise the result. If

you don't Ihen check your
calculations and try again!

When you gel the whole

mnd with the

values; the FOR-NEXT loop

should be set for the number of

notes you want to play, and the

DATA statements should hold
enough pairs of values for each

of ihose notes. Don't worry too
much about loudness, sel it 10 a

reasonable value in Ihe sound
Ihen leave it!

it month, I'll be looking at

Spccirum !;:..

.luing with the exploration

of sound commands, and, if

you put pen to paper, reporting

how readers have failed with

this month's offering. Not only

leuers, but if you have some
interesting program fragments
either on lape or as printer

listings, I'd be pleased to have a
look at them. And if you can

recommend good music soft-

ware for any micro, send in the

details and we'll try to get hold

of it for review. The address is:

Music and the Micro, Home
Computing Weekly. No. 1

Golden Square, London WIR

£==£

3AB
Write «
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Hil Bil plus all Ihe Irimming

SONY HB-75B
— IT'S A HIT

Mel Paszkowski reviews the Sony
Hit Bit for HCW, and gives you his

thoughts on MSX, computing and the
universe

Coming across a new
computer h tiki- ciMnitii'

It comes 10 you full of novelty

offering the promise of fresh

blinded by it's youthful

clean lines and
unsullied reputation but... is it

any better than what you have,

or is currently available?

I suppose it must, as always,

depend
apprec

concerned I r

s far a

hinking of buying a computer

sample — 01 the stability and

nvolved -
I

But why J i MSX at all?

-irstly l he am
I can't real!' see how these

machines can fail to be well

provided — at the last count
there were over 200 titles and
growing — and this is simply
because it's based on the Z80
CPU chip, which has been
around for some time. That in

itself can be a criticism of (he

machine because some people
believe that in order to be good,
a computer has to be state of
the an. A load of rubbish! That

the high<

f Die b
ith a home

Secondly the company, or
companies, as there are several

involved. Toshiba, Mitsubishi,

Sanyo, Canyon, JVC and Sony
— is there anyone who hasn't

heard of them? Reliability is

guaranteed, I assume. But more
important, just think of all the

other electronic products these

companies are producing. And
when it comes to interfacing

(connecting) them to the home
Micro, then which one do you
think they will use?

As an example look al

Yamaha, who has linked it's

MSX to a music synthesiser.

I'm particularly intrigued by the

games — already a reality ir

But having got that out ofmy
system, let's consider the Sony
HBasan example of Ihe current

MSX machines on the market.
It's one of the more expensive

in the MSX range, although
prices are dropping (one of the

advantages of having so many

Sony has 64K of RAM plus

16K video display processor

(VDP) — although when you
switch on you see there are only

28815 bytes free. The re"

Bible \

Mfor

liOMl: COMPUTI St. WEEKLY 19 Man



jf four forms, varying in size.

Sprites are those independent
defined graphics which

you superior control and
vement. Excellent for

games. Very comprehensive and
standard on all MSX machines,

is different and why
the range in price? Well you
have to look at the quality of

styling and those non-standard

The Sony HB (it stands for

1 not for hard black!)

a black case with a

black QWERTY keyboard
(maybe hard black is right after

all) and grey control, shift and
function keys. It looks good
and weighs in at about 3.5 kg.

That's quite heavy, but includes

the built in transformer which
neater and probably

te desktop.

The keyboard (eels good and.

since 1 touch type, 1 appreciated

the raised dots on the F and J

i help return to the

e keys. Also nice

was the click you could hear

through your television on each

depression. Small things which

go towards a well thought out

There is a power on/off key

on the raised bank, well out of

the way, with no messy fiddling

about out of sight. A reset

included just above the back-

space key, but cleverly recessed

to avoid accidents whilst

working.
Other common interfaces

include using the Centronics
Standard and two joystick ports

using nine-pin connectors,

A nice extra is the RGB video

output socket which allows you

them

off before pi

enough peopl

One of the main selling points

with the Sony computer is the

built in data bank facility which

can be used in conjunction with

the data cartridge. It is accessed

on power up by selection with

[lie cursor. Each data cartridge

can hold 4K bytes, which

The main advantage is the

speed and versatility of the

system. It is operated by a I6K
ROM program which doesn't

take up any of the available

memory and offers a menu
driven search, son and list in e of

files. Very easy

Then nbea
data cartridge

the ability to exchange belwt

the two. Files can be held

lo the sealed-in li

which, at just over 100 pages,

was liberally sprinkled with

programming examples, as

as a dog called Fido, who lakes

you through the elementary
stages of selling up and learn ir

the more straightforwai
BASIC commands. Thei
wasn't enough, I felt, and you
would soon find yourself in the

bookshop for more.
1 think there are powerful

arguments for choosing MSX
both in the home and to provide

The Sony HB, as an example of

the sort of standard we can
expect, is well built. Robust
enough to cope with thi

demands of games players a

home and efficient enough it

work for it's living. With the

addition of a Sony disc drive

and MSX-DOS or CP/M,
well. . . Perhaps 1 '11 tell you

Meanwhile my whirl'

romance is over. But now that

I've developed the taste

»> lei 05806 4726

INTRIGUE
Iff SOFTWARE

J Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, Kent TTi30 6UJ
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GOOD
BOGIE

ItT

AMSTRAD CPC464 ADVENTURES
"NEMESIS ARNOLD ADVENTURES are like a breath of
fnshair" TonyKendtt, PCWDec '85.

THE TRIAL of ARNOLD BLACKWOOD 6.50

ARNOLDgoesloSOMEWHEREELSE 6,50

THE WISE and FOOL of ARNOLD BLACKWOOD 6.50

(Yes. TWO') (UK oi

NEW TITLES

ANGELIQUE: A GRIEF ENCOUNTER
"So I recommend il dthly."

BRAWN FREE!... full seal adventure

Chq POsfoi immediate

Softschool Ltd.

Your Mission.
To recover several pieces of trie key lo time and
return them to the TIME MASTERS.
You must shoot down enemy spaceships, Flying

reptiles, Fighter aircraft and sink battleships

Mr Smarty 48k Spectrum RRPE5.95

Menta! Arithmetic Fun.
Mr Smarty is a character who will do all sorts of

amusing tricks provided you get your sums right.

He will keep children amused for hours while they
learn. First in a series of Mr Smarty's covering a
wide range of educational subjects for theyoung.

Ages 6 t 10

Post this coupon to:

Softschool Ltd, 471 Homsey Road, N19.
I enclose cheque/postal order for£
Timekey 6.95
Mr Smarty 5.95 D

DME COMPUTER SYS

APPOINTED
DEALER

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 19 Marcl



MICRO
LIBRARY
Vnound of books has

piled up in our office

this week: most of them
for C64 users.

Commodore
lhan for : others

together. We've gol

full' of titles from First

Publishing, whose books in

distinctive blue and yellow
covers have come lo these

shores via bolh Germany and
America. First glance reveals

them to be very detailed
examinations of the subjects

and likely to be of great interest

lo the real enthusiast. Our
graphics columnist was most
impressed when he popped into

the office and took a look.

store too. We are constantly

being told that this type of game
is becoming more popular by
the day and from the number of
books currently available this

could well be true.

Duckworth's adventure series

covers most of the popular
machines and each of these

books contains a full expiation

of best selling adventure
programs. The general book
contains full details of the

Hobbit and three Scott Adams

sold for a number of machines.
Rather a surprise to see books

for the Tl still being published.

Although the ones listed this

all American imports.
L - very

popular with Tl fans

all mixtures of text and listings.

We will be featuring book
reviews on a regular basis and
you can look forward to
hearing more of Ihe titles later

in full reviews.

Commodore 64 omi

i4 aiiMTHurtt Chappcl!

VIC-M
Third book of VIC
Mapping Ihe VIC

UTING WEEKLY i'.
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In
the first of this series [

said that only chara^iers in

the range 224 to 255 may
he redefined. Since the defini-

tion for the characters from 32
10 ! 26 (0 to 3 1 are control codes
handling various things such as

primer on/off and may not be
redefined) are held in ROM
(read only memory), it would
seem to be impossible to

redefine Ihem. However, those

clever people at Acorn thought-

fully provided a command

variable PAGE is initially set

Using this technique, the

whole character set may be
redefined. Type in listing 1,

which redefines it to a new Hi-
tech character set. Save it under
the name 'DEFINE' before you

PAGE = PAGE+ &600
< RETURN >

CHAIN 'DEFINE"
( RETURN >

This week Shingo Sugiura explains
how to redefine the whole
character set on the BBC

By Shingo Sugi

r"HI-TECH FONT"

.":-i-i-."

?7IV,'!XI7_-

T-raOVDU'1'7

T«0'.'DLC7
1">>VDUr-
1 J i-'VDUl'Z

i V'V.'du::

,
.'5,-Vf)L:,?-n::,?-3E,* !F8,!(EE,iE2,

,
76, too , vdo , re-.' , t-.zo , i-eo , t-zo .

, 77 , S.FE, &Sa,!,BA, &EA , ?:EA , &EA.
, 7s , &fe , '..a: , .".13:: , e-fz , s,E2 , iez .
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(n por* two of Co/in W/fton-Dovies' series, he shows
you how to set up simple programs, like multiplication

tables

; Spec-I started to k
trum BASIC

:k because you were bored

__ji zapping aliens didn't get

equally bored with the idea of

programming! Admittedly, no
one could get too excited by the

little program we ended up

100 FORc=lTO 12

110 PRINT c'7

120 NEXTc

tin, the product- of seen
he integers from one to 12.

sure most of you could see

that for yourselves, bui with a

more complicated program it is

surprisingly difficult for even

's author to remember what it

as supposed to do when it is

resurrected after a few months.
BASIC fortunately allows us

reminders to ourselves in [tie

shape of REM statements (short

for REMARK). It is good
practice to get into the habit of

using these fairly liberally in

your programs. Anyone

get bugs o
i of

g to adapt a program tp

:ular needs will tnJticit

n Spectrum BASIC, when
cursor is flashing 'K',

did before. The REM

will ignore anything
written alter it in a program
line. Now let's make the

program really do what
REMark says; at present, it

doesn't print the proper table,

just the products. It would help

if we had some words as well as

numbers — to do this, we have

to use the quotation marks,
which we gel by pressing SP
(.symbol shift) and P together.

Insert the line:

60 PRINT 'Seven Times Table'

Now when you run thi

program, the heading 'Seven

Times Table' is PRINTed abovf

the column of figures on the

screen. Press the ENTER key,

and the LISTing of yout
program replaces the column ol

figures and ihe heading, with

the '
"'

syouei

(C6), and I

dowr > Die a
EDIT',

DL-I 111-:' [hree limes, an
100' will disappear fron

pi ice il M 111 "11

press ENTER.

forget the semi-

semi-colon tells the

ot to print a space or

new line after PRINTing il

value of the variable V. If you
RUN the program now, there

Nolice the space just inside

makes things look tidy ir

output. Now when you RUN
the program, you really will get

where 'c' has increased from
one to two digits in length.

Let's try the 'TAB' functiot

.

which is like the TABulator key

on an office typewriter.
'

more conlro liable. On
Spectrum, TAB is obtained by
first pressing CAPS SHIFT and
SYMBOL SHIFT together,

then V (XP in my shorthand).

EDIT line 90 to read:

90 PRINT TAB 3; "limes

fMsiiiori was already past tl

would have no effect.

1 suggested SAVEing your

first program as 'seven', so as

to avoid confusion, SAVE this

oneas'table7'. Supposing your

younger brother, with
"*"

Spectrum's assistance, has
- table by

rt. You i

;e progri is for the six, five

Pitt 16 HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY Is



and four limes [able, bul this Spectrum is waiting for you to between the INPUT itself and built in to Spectrum BASIC
would be a waste of effon. type a number and press the name of the variable to be lhat 'control' variables, as they

Instead, lei's put the program ENTER. This is not what is INPUT will be primed at the are called, have lo have single-

more under the user's control. called "user-friendly"; enter a letter names. Play with the

Delete lines 50 and 60, and number for now — say three — have pressed ENTER; then it program, and you will find lhat

and you will get your three will disappear. You could EDIT
limes table. Now add these line 50. but [here is less typing if INPUT to positive integer

10 REM prim multiplication you EDIT line 40 to:

50 INPUT number 40 PRINT "Type a number and 40 INPUT "Type a number and A great strength of Spectrum
press ENTER" press ENTER";number BASIC is that you can INPUT

The 'INPUT' statement is 60 PRINT number;" Times 'expressions', and these will be

obtained by pressing the T key Table" and of course, get rid of line 50 accepted if they are valid. Try
when you have a keyword by entering 50. Now when you INPUTting '-1.5',Tr (XM) or

cursor (flashing 'K'). The See the difference? The RUN the program, you have a 'SQR 5' (XH5) (which means
Spectrum waits at this line for program is much more versatile prompt which disappears after 'the SQuare Root of 5') as valid

you to type in a number, and than our first version, but easier expressions, and 'SQR -5' as an
when you press ENTER, stores SAVE the program now: invalid expression; notice the

the number as a variable called prompted by the computer. The 'tables' would he a good name. helpful 'Error message' you gel

number'. Now EDIT lines 90 last thing we need to do is get Something may be puzzling in the last case. You can build

and 1 10 to read: rid of the words "Type a the most observant of you. I've up very complex expressions by
number and press ENTER" only used two variables in this

90 PRINT TAB 31; " times "; before the table is printed. The example, and 1 called one of Spectrum error-checking pro-

simplest way to do this would cedures will make sure you use

110 PRINT c'number be to insert a 'CLS' (CLear programs easier to read and as many right- as left-brackets

Screen) statement as line 55, bul understand if variable names
RUN this; the screen goes a beller way is to use the arc •oil' explanatory. Next time, we'll experimem

blank, except for the flashing INPUT statement lo do ihe 'OK', you might say, 'Why with colour and sound on the

'L' cursor at the bottom. You prompting. not call the other one 'count', Spectrum.

must remember that the Anything in quotation marks then?' 1 would like to, bul it is

Programs are always supplied on Use this noetic inlay card fo, you, program

cassette and are accompanied by full

details of the program variables, how
the program works and any hints on

"'•"'

conversion you can offer. Please type

these details double spaced. Listings

are helpful but not essential. What is

vital is that the programs should be

completely error free, so please

double check.

Always use a coupon firmly fixed to

the back of your envelope, and fully

complete and enclose the cassette

inlay card.

We are particularly interested in H
programs with less than 100 actual 1 Ii-jj

lines of BASIC. All submissions are 1 Ira
acknowledged.

1 : C3,

Send your
programs to

HCW!

Complei

Address

tm coupon ***** (Irmly on the back of yaurenvdope

p„ M.,h,n,
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Dark Tower
this graphical adventure

oti Melbourne House, you
play [he pari of Prince Harry.
This unfortunate individual has
been ?apped by the guardian of
the dark tower and has mutated

not dissimilar in :>

green potato with legs. The aim
is simple, you must collect all

the jewels from the 28 rooms in

the lower. Once this is done,
you have a final room to solve.

Each room has the usual
ladders, platforms, ropes etc to

enable you to collect the jewels

e protected by a wide

objects, each patrolling a

specific area. The problem is to

l sequence of
jumps,

:s necessary lo colli-'c: ihe

Hence, this game
requires great patience and
dexterity. If you collect all Ihe
jewels in a room, you get a code

iter. The first 500 people who
\e these 28 letters to solve Ihe

final problem will win a free

Graphically, this game is well

designed but not exceptional.
"' " background music,

:ver, is superbly written

and arranged. The degree of
difficulty of the screens varies

markedly. Pavloda is used with
tweaks which give a

. . i igh -resolution picture.

Loading was fault free. Some

Price: £6.95

Publisher: Melbourne House

Empire of fforn

After the success of Heroes of
Karn, it isn't surprising that a
sequel has been written. In fact,

according to the inlay, a third

part should appear in due
course. The inlay carries the
usual background facts full of
mysticism and unpronouncable
names. It appears that you join
up with a fellow called Darin
and set forth on a quest to foil

the evil intentions of Zheff - I

Compared to Ihe previous
adventure, this game shows a

with
the state of the art. Ihe
program loads quickly using
Interceptor's own turbo loader
with no glitches. The first real

advance is the improved speed
of drawing the various scenes.

Multicolour mode is used to

results. Raster interrupts are
used to give text and graphics
simultaneously. The textual
descriptions of each location
are fair but hardly earth
shattering.

Another advance is the use of

characters to provide greater

interest. The command parser is

fairly competent and will allow

you to converse with other
characters. One surprising

absence of c

'Examine'. This proved to b
rather irritating. No 'Help' i

offered either, which will dete
the complete beginner.

deeply involved in the game.
This problem wa\ enhanced In

the unhelpful responses to
main commands. At the price.

Screaming A bdabs
Now here's a rare thing — a

game for the Dragon that can
compare with the more popular
micros. There has been quite a

long rest period i

houses size up the market
potential for a
off from its supplier. Perhaps

software starved user

the second 6809 show.
The game itself i

considered a little unoriginal as

you jump

platforms, take care of melting
floors and avoid all the nasty
elements. What I thought was
particularly good was '

ingenuitv of the •.creeii do
there are 35 different sere

and the sense of hum
employed in creating rcvol

screws, snipping scissors

other assorted objects to

It's in black and white u

therefore quite detailed. The
animation of the little man is

particularly good as he battles

his way through.
The title page offers a chance

for up to four players at
'

opportunity to randomis
order of screens. This

tremendous feature as I u

gel stuck on the first scree:

consequently get bored trying tc

e of v,

if the o

offer.

play st

demon st rai

goes through all th

the beginning should you

Sound w
he colour was nol missed at all.

Great value for money and
addictive! v playable game.

M.P.

, Canal Side
Industrial Estate, Woodbine Si

East, Rochdale, Lancashirt
OLI6 5LB
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Penetrator
You don't gel any points for

fc alike. In facl, ihis game
appeared many moons ago on
'ie Spectrum and has no* been
inverted to the 64.

T u
.o vrnario is quite standard

id involves piloting a space

ship.'air craft down a network
of tunnels. The floor of the

ii!• are littered with radar
Manners and guided missiles.

These can be bombed or shot

for points. Unlike scramble,
you don'l have to bomb to gain

fuel. Additionally, it appears
longer the Radar
are operative, the

become. There are four stages

> the tunnels and you must
destroy a neutron bomb cache
in the last phase to complete the

To help you gain

at negotiating the

tunnels, there is a training mode
which enables you lo try any of
the four stages with unlimited

The graphics are nicely drawn
with jolly mushroom cloud
explosion; and nicely animated
radar screens. A potentially

useful nprion is an editor for

ie landscape. That
if I c<

properly I

1 get t
lonlyas

n my copy
.ditor wouldn't work

1 found this game a
and rather boring. In

e additional features

:nt on the classic

lame and Melbourne
probably about IS

j late in releasing this

For many moons I have awaited
the appearance of a version of
that superb arcade game 'Battle

Zone'. Here it is. at last. The
scenario is simple. You control

a tank-like vehicle and must
progress via a warp-link to

various star systems, destroying

the various enemies on the way.
The display gives you the

view through the front of your
tank. The scenery and

shapes. The strength of the

game is the 3D effect which is

generated as you move. The
opposition and other objects

change position, shape and size

relative to your movement.
These changes occur rapidly

without any trace of flicker. As

laser bolls or shells are visible as

they head in your direction.

Scattered around the area are

obstacles and fuel dumps. The
latter are useful to replenish

When you
warp- 1 ink. you can use it to

move on to the next planet. You
are equipped with shields whose
energy is depleted as you are hit

and you have an invisible cloak
for moments of extreme danger
— at great cost in energy.

Everything about ihis game is

professional and slick. The
superb with nice

l"he compiehei
are supplemented by a superb
introductory sequence in the

program describing Ihe various

adversaries. Both keyboard and
joystick control are supported.

At the price this program is

excellent value and totally

enthralling.

A.W.

o achieve this

you must first reach the

producer's (a character named
Spielbum!) office.

Attempting to slop you in

film characters such as James
Bond, Superman, Batman and
the Hulk! These may be
knocked out by picking up
certain props and throwing

them at the appropriate
character. There is no
indication which prop will take

out which character although
they are connected in some way
— for instance Batman is taken

out by a 'P-O-W. Another way
to identify which prop to use is

that as you enter a character's

section the game music changes
to a theme from a film —
identify Ihe theme and you have

the character. Once the
characters have all been taken

you are allowed into Speilbum's
office where you have lo do il

:r again!

a 3D,
Tolling

display. 'The sound, as 1

mentioned consists of quite a
few tunes and is thus very good,
especially the Jaws Theme.
The game is very difficult at

first as each time the characters

louch you you lose a life and
you only have five lives.

Control is by joystick and 1

didn't like [his much as Blagger

rended ro gel stuck trying to go
ihrough doors and it always
happens at Ihe most crucial

The game also features walls

ihai grow and shrink lo hinder
you, telephone boxes which
appear if you spend too long

anywhere and also the Tardis

which appears to finish you off.

fore
scdlom

y CM o' J.G.D.

Orange Si, Sheffield

Flipped

C3
Comatose

HDM1 :
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Raid on Bungleing Bay
This is a sophisticated game for

addicts. You are a helicopter

pilot whose mission is to stop

the building of a war machine.

This machine is being built at

six factories located on well

defended islands. The dozen or

so islands occupy a hundred

You operate from an aircraft

carrier and to help you navigate

ave unlimited missiles bin only

ine bombs per flight. The
>yslick gives you very realistic

antrol of [lie chopper, so after

lit of pi

away.
Although your main concern

is locating and bombing the

factories you need to attack and
destroy the fortifying
weaponry. You need to also

destroy any radar installations

you come across. These help

fighter planes locale you. And
another thing, bombers attack

n the warning

If by some fluke you manage
to eliminate all six factories you
are treated to a newspaper
account of the raids and a

victory parade on the screen.

Needless to say 1 never reached

This i

allows you to try out d
tactics to jack up your score st

you one day qualify for (hi

victory parade. The graphic:

and sound are excellent. Only :

A Day \n The Life

A day in the life of Uncle Clive

is lite story line but Microincga
never actually mentions this

The game is of the Horace type

with large coloured shapes
moving freely about the screen

Clive has been made Oame
Commander of the Bruish
Empire and today's the day

l Clivi

LL. : .

suit and then a key to let

out. All this must be achieved
whilst avoiding cats, bugs and
flying television sets! Once
outside the game continue; in

the same vein for the ne\r 20
screens, taking Clive to the

railway station, the pub, a wine

bar and finally the Palace itself.

All the while Clive must pick up
certain objects on each screen in

order that he may move onto
the next one. The graphics, as I

mentioned, arc large and move
very smoothly. Control is by
keyboard or joystick and the

keys can be redefined if

necessary.

annoying little tune that

thankfully can be switched off!

The instructions are very clear

and funny with repeated
references to running a craft

show in the Outer Hebrides
(com p94).

1 nially i lie game loads under
a special loading system that

has blocks, if a block fails to

load then the tape may be
rewound to the beginning of the

block and another attempt
made, rather than having to do
the whole tape again!

J.G.D.

Publisher: Micromega

Address: 230 Lavei

Noto Commander
n this war game, you play the

The actual play t

Russi

Czech, Polish and Hungarian
To perform this task you have

West German, Dutch and
Belgian forces. All forces are

divided into the usual groups
such as armour, mechanised

I. You ai

showing (he

development of forces. The
map. being larger then the

monitor screen, scrolls when
necessary. Using a square

move and allack the enemy.
The game is played in
accelerated real time with the

time and data displayed on the

information appear on the
screen and can be used to

determine your strategy.

Four scenarios are available

involving different attack
threats and patterns. The final

combination of loss of material,

positional considerations and
political points. Political points

vary depending on how the

campaign was conducted,
whether conventional, chemical
or nuclear weapons were used.
The use of graphics and

sound are effective and the

gmae played smoothly with no
sign incam bugs, although there

were some aspects which didn't

perform as described in the

instructions. On the whole this

is a tough game which takes

effort to master and will

probably appeal to the
enthusiast. At the price the

game is a little expensb
still reasonable val

price: £9.99

publisher: US Gold

A.W.

GOfiOTHE*5

Gogo the Ghost
Gogo the Ghost is love sic

Some evil ghoul has imprisoned
his beloved princess in the

castle. Your task is simple:

guide Gogo to the princess so
iliey can both live happily ever

after. The cassette inlay informs

you that she is locked in room
150, so 1 would take a packed
lunch as you could be in the

castle for unite a while.

Fach room Gogo enters 1

; froi

Gogo acquires sufficient powt
to allow him to become mvitibte

for a few seconds. This enables

him to pass through any of the

phantoms which guard each
room. Gogo is made invisible

by pressing the joystick fire

button. However, pressing the

button a fraction too soon
causes Gogo to reappear in mid
phantom and "FJUP!"
more Gogo. According
Firebird, "FJUP!" is Swedish
for ""ZAP!" — who says games

Apart from the phantoms
you will also find a variety of
useful objects scattered around

symbols . if the

I. The
symbols represent li . .

time, and differing numbers of
bonus points.

The graphics arc nothing
spectacular but this didn't

detract from the payability of
the game. At a cost of £2.50 the

game represents excellent value

for money.

Price: 2.50

Address: Wellington

Upper St Martin
London WC2H SDL
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this program and 1 shall be
Ig for luilion — or perhaps

CP Software already publishes

a Basic Course in Bridge? This

is a well designed and well-

organised program with many
lh<ailable

experienced player m Lsliine

sharpen his skills or "

"

You are offered

five options for in

"you deal".
y the cards from all four

play the defender's cards".

Then, after a short shuffle, the

computer deals the cards, either

showing four hands or two, on
agrcen cloth, or just your hand,
large al screen top while you

. trbid.

Screen shows

top left with scor

number of

N, E, S and W hands aroun
that. Quite realistic and easy t

follow.

unrealistic bids when the

The program offers: post-

mortem facility with rebidding
and/or replaying of any hand;
' " -oring, both of the

**

hands and at any lime li

s: £9.95

Publisher: CP Sofiwi

Sleuth
Sleuth is an extremely clever

and useful BASIC debugging
tool which has dual screen and
single stepping modes. Hoi

wide nge of
commands and faciliti

its not easy to 'drive' but once
the operating sequence has been
learnt one begins to appreciate

its value for developing new, or

debugging old. programs. This
complexity means that a short

review cannot do justice to its

program. Fewer
'ill be experienced if

(entered first. Then
lan be loaded, saved

executed, current procedure,
values of variables in current

aside for command entries.

Each stalemenl in the current

line is highlighted as it is

executed and the variables are

continuously updated as the

program runs.

The speed of program

control can be varied from one
to 100 statements per second
and may be frozen al any point,

which when combined with dual

screen mode enables the user to

analyse the effect of each
statement on the screen display.

Conditional and uncondi-
tional breakpoints can be set so

that the program will stop

running on reaching a pre-

defined line number. Similarly.

Condili
a BASIC keyword.

For example
"J

,

o + B}*3''2 i

A=SIN(X) is not. All
breakpoints may be temporarily

disabled and can be displayed

on the control screen.

Whilst the program is

running Sleuth allows the user

to halt the execution of the

program and change the value

of any variable so as to see its

effects upon the screen display.

It will allow a program to be
run from any line number or

can be made to jump a section

by a GOTO statement. In

;islep command

of single stepping

ihrough long time delays.

The control screen also shows
ihe nesting levels of FOR loops.

GOSUBs. REPEATS and
PROCs, which can be useful for

checking that loops are properly

The package includes a

very carefully before using

Sleuth. I wasted an hour trying,

unsuccessfully, to enter dual

screen mode before finding out

that one has to enter this mode

ier: Beebugsofl

s:PO Box 50, Si Albans,

Premier League
This is a football management
simulation written in just under
42K of BASIC. In it, yoi

—
the manager of a Divisii

team, and have to work
way up to the top, or

relegation. You can equally be
sacked for financial misi

session, you can give your te

a name, then examine the

squad. For each member, all

well known named footballers,

you are given position of play,

skill rating and current form.
At the same time, you may vi

the squads of all the other tea

in the league. The sai

information is given, but the

players are numbered —
named. This becomes important

o buy or sell a

player later, an interesting

tiui-j'innirii! process.

From your full squad of I

yini choose who is to play, ar

sessions. These may 1

successful, in which ca

players' skill in

When all this

to the match!
clears to show

football field from above, and
at various points in ihe match
opportunity is given t

your sub. Names of
players arc given. The final

result is incorporated in

league table.

If this all sounds
Addictive's Football Manager,
it is! The difference is that it's

slower, cheaper, and doesn't

the match highlights.

Not at >y opinioi

D.M.

price: £4.75

publisher: E & J Sofiwai

address: 59, Staintor

ESBETO
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Quasimodo
: have my doubts about the use

if an individual with such a

.pi-jal deformity as the central

character in such a game,

with the historic resident of
Notre Dame.
This game claims to be arcade

style, which in essence means
that it has the look of the arcade
game but not the speed, and

'

t can often be a telling factor

Is popularity. For all that, it

I manages to provide a

challenge to the younger user.

either j stick i

The opei

choice of
keyboard control, and the-'

to practice any of the 20
until you feel confident

to go ahead. In essence

1 suppose, a Kong

a bell a

Tempest
mundane

i space pilot's life is

stargate duty.

You're sat in your ship, the

Claw, leisurely moving around
the rim of the stargate keeping a

wary eye for unwelcome
visitors. Occasionally however,

things gel a little more hectic

when a squadron of aliens tries

Tempest from Superior is based
around one of these occasions.

The stargate is a wire frame

screen. The exact shape of the

structure varies from level to

level. Perched, precariously, on
the rim of the gate you are

attacked by ever increasing

numbers of assorted aliens.

These make their way slowly up
the gate, increasing in size as

they approach. Using your left

and right rotate controls you
flip around the rim of the gate

firing your lasers down on to

the enemy. A more effective

way of vaporising the aliens is

your super zapper,
"

the rescue of Esir

it happens to loo:

manages to toll the

/an pi-r •

iwedo

different I

might

If Quasi is still crouching
around when the displayed

bonus score has counted down
ro he loses one of his four

regardless. The practice of

ns is therefore virtually a

necessity.

The graphics are quite good,

but the keyboard response

Documentation is fairly good,
'l packaging as

usual shows a graphic quality

which is clearly impossible on
the 4A.

This needs Extended BASIC
andhasajoyslickoplion. P.B.
Price; £7.95
Publisher; Intrigue Software
Address: Cranbrook Rd, Ten-
terden, Kent TN30 6UJ

ime split

j green spike in their wake.

These spikes must be avoided at

II costs when your claw is

itapulted down the stargate a I

the end of each successully

cleared screen.

Having played Tempest in the

ircades on several occasions. I

vas slightly disappointed to

find that the Beeb version was
i using Mode 5. but once

I got accustomed to the low
resolution screen the game was
just as ex h iterating as the

original. J.R.

price: £9.95

publisher: Superior Software

Spectrum, 1 wondered?
Tiler, you are an Act

tile the roof of Rob Rubbet
. This tvolve

collect a key,

en a tile, then laying it, whilst

'oiding rob himself, who
aunces around in deadly

fashion.

Unfortunately, the Intercep-

tor magic has not worked on the

Spectrum. The game lacks

professionalism. Although the

background graphics are well

drawn and colourful, both the

animated characters are jerky

and unattractive. Sound is

average, as are the instructions.

The high score table is

frustrating to use.

If the description at the top

sounded like a platform game, I

misled you. Very little skill is

needed, and with only one
ible way of dying,

i the s

Move:
r ofbetwt

floors is by one way ladders;

attempting to move the wrong
way causes your man to stand

paralysed. He probably realises

how boring this game is.

The small number of screens

only adds to the game's basic

fault: it is extremely tedious.

The roof needs a lot of tiles, but

the task does not change at all

— every time you have to
follow the same, long-winded

routine. Quite how Interceptor

expects people to like this, I

There arc many, much better

games for your Spectrum, some
at half the price. Let's see some
conversions of Commodore
games instead. Interceptor. P.S.

Price: £5.50

Publisher: Interceptor
Address: Lindon House, The

England

a peg or two.

the ability to bespoke his or hei

own personal database anc
spreadsheet — project the dau
to a sophisticated graphic:

package and communicate
using a rudimentary word-
processor.

Doubtless the database will

be well thumbed. Its capacity to

keep records of varying lengths

and complexities with nea:

instant recall is phenomenal, i

only as the oft suggested
personal telephone directory, o
perhaps more usefully
magazine review index.

Ideal for keeping tabs o:

spreadsheet reveals all. Time
spent tailoring it to Tit your own
needs is well rewarded. Almost
any analysis of income

expenditure, be it personal.

output t<

emphasising the correctness t

your priorities!

The graphics package
primed with data generated by

pictorial representation of the

figures is produced as a 3D bar

chart, a pie chart or a simple

Lacking the neatness of right

justification was a disappoint-

ment. On the credit side was
word counter displayed at tt

top of the screen, along with the

number of words per mil

being typed in edit mode.
Maximise your comp

nitli ihi- mini office. I

Price: 5.95

Publisher: Database
Address: 68, Chester Rd. Hazel
Grove, Stockport y»

JjU/



In this pull out
and keep {argon
guide
lain Murray
guides you
through the maze
of computer
terms and jargon

CO

m
5
2

mm
thematic, beginning with (he

applies

Microprocessor: This is the

brain of a microcomputer, a

single integrated circuit chip

which contains all the circuitry

necessary to perform the logical

arithmetic and 'housekeeping'

Functions necessary in a
computer. A microprocessor

in it's memory, add two
numbers, and compare two
numbers. However, when such

together to form a program, the

Generally, a microproce;
can perform these functi

very quickly, often more iha

million in one second. The
speed of the microprocessor is

governed by a clock circuit

which provides a 'heartbeat' for

timing the operations within the

computer.
The microprocessor com-

within the computer along a bus
which is a collection of wires

along which data can pass.

Usually two buses are used, an
address bus which carries the

memory location which the

microprocessor is looking at,

and a dala bus which carries the

information being read into or

out of the microprocessor.

is volatile which means that the

contents of the memory are lost

when the power is switched off.

Read only memory (ROM); A
type of memory which is also

randomly accessible, but unlike

RAM it cannot be modified by
the computer, only read from.
The contents of this memory
device are placed there when the

integrated circuit is manufac-
tured, and generally COi

data necesary to the working of
the comuter.

In home computers, R<

operaling systems. Some types

of ROM can be programmed
and reprogrammed by the ui

ROMs (PROMs). Eras
Progammable R<
(EPROMs) and Electrii

Alterable ROMs (EAROMs),
but RAM and normal ROMs
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Input outpul (I/O): All micro-
computer systems require some
form of I/O in order to receive

data from the outside world,

and to output results to the

programmer. This is performed
by the I/O unit which may be
connected to a keyboard, VDU
screen or other peripheral

devices {Fig. 1).

Memory map: Figure 2 is a

the microprocessor must

Byle: Eight Bits, each being

differently weighted so that a
byte can hold a value of up to

255 (decimal). The Least
Significant Bit (LSB) has a

weighting of one, the next bit a
weighting of two, then four,

eight, etc. up to the Most
Sienificani Hit (MSB) which has

a weighting of 128 (Fig. 3).

In eight-bit microcom titers,

memory is arranged in bytes,

with 16, 48, 64 etc. kilobytes (K)

of memory available, IK being
equal to 1024 bytes.

Memory bytes can hold data,

instructions, characters etc.,

and may be joined together lo

form words of 16, 32 etc. bits,

or may be split up into their

individual component bits or
nybbles (four bits).

memory which form
a chain of instructions and
operands for the microproces-

sor to perform. Machine code is

a low-level language because it

is difficult for humans to

understand, but easy for the

microprocessor to execute very

quickly.

Assembler: A program used to

make the writing of machine
code easier. All machine code

(a short code word representing

the function of the machine
code instruction). An assembler
program allows the program-

It then goes on lo convert the

mnemonics into the machine
code numbers which the micro-

processor will execute. A
disassembler program performs
the opposite task, converting a

High-level language: An
English-type language which
makes programming easier for

humans. It contains words and
structures which make the
program's function more easily

understood. However, before
the program can be executed, it

This can be done as the

program is being executed (at

run time), using an Interpreter

program (this is the usual
method on home computers),
or can be done beforehand
using a compiler program.
Compilers create a new

version of the program in

machine code, which can be
executed directly at run time,

the speed of the new version
being dependent upon the

efficiency of the compiler. It is

usually faster than the non-

program code is changed into

machine code as it goes along,

and it is this process which
causes high-level kmnuaci:. to

run so slowly.

Examples of high level

languages include BASIC
(Beginners All-purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code),
FORTRAN (FORmula TRANs-
lation), COBOL (COmmon
Business Oriented Language),
ALGOL (ALGOrithmic
Language) and PASCAL.

liffei

suages

and facilities and
their use varies according to the

type of program being written.

Structured programming: Ef-

fectively a 'clean' form of a
high-level language program,
with the program broken down

Variables: High-
allow you to assign names to tne

numbers (variables) you are

using in your program, which
makes manipulation of the

Variables are usually one of
four types: real variables
contain numbers with decimal
parts, i.e. not necessarily whole

Integer variables

decimal p

whole I

rs with no digits after the

> hold li i of t

characters or words, and
manipulate these words.

Arrays are special variables,

consisting of a table of varial

'

(real, integer or siring) all v

er).

Bug: This

sion used to describe a fault in a

program, or a bit Of software

which does not perform as

expected. If a faull is particu-

larly bad, il may cause the

computer io crash which means
that it either locks up and you
cannot regain control of it,

__ '"

automatically resets itself

your program is lost.

,«

«

2K

—
42K

.«
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Faults in the machine or tin

program which cause ihi

computer to crash irretrievably

or to lose it's memory are sail

to be fatal. If an error occun
only very occasionally, it ma;
be due to a little used routin<

being faulty, or due to somt

Indicates data s 1

voltage in a circ

prising only the numbers and
I (high and low states). Binary

numbers are to a BASE of 2
(decimal numbers arc to the

base 10). Binary arithmetic is

used by digital computers
because a BIT can only hold the

numbers and I.

Binary: A number system com-
prising only the numbers and

] (high and low states). Binary

numbers are to a BASE of 2

(decimal numbers are to the

base 10). Binary arithmetic is

used by digital computers
because a BIT can only hold the

numbers and I.

Octal; A number system
comprising only the numbers
to 7, i.e. to (he base 8. This

used for

programmers.

number system
comprising (he numbers to IS,

i.e. to (he base 16. Numbers 10

to IS are represented by the

letters A to F respectively. This
system is often used by machine
code programmers for conveni-

ence. Hex numbers are denoted

Parallel: A method of data

digital signal are being passed
simultaneously along a number
of individual wires. It requires

more wires, but is faster than

the serial method of I

a long distance.

PCB: A Printed Circuit Bi

electronic components of
j

computer are attached,

which contains the circi

necessary to link the com]

User: The general terra applied

computer.

Printer: A device for producing

a hard copy, a printed copy of

program listings or other
documents produced by a
computer. Printers might be
pen-type (producing lest with a
ball-point pen head), dot matrix
(which form letters from a

series of dots), or daisywheet

type (this has a head containing

characters pre-formed, ready lo

punch on to (he paper).

Plotter: This is a special type of

printer, operating on a flat

sheet of paper, used to produce

from by a computer using a disc

drive, enabling programs and
data lo be stored permanently
for retrieval later.

Data is stored in random
access format, enabling it to be
retreived quickly. Hard discs

are not usually interchangeable,

although they can store much
more data than a floppy disc.

File: A block of data st

nuiu a jjiug.aw in wind form of

ROM chip. The program can
then be selected by plugging the

Hardware: Any physical piece

of computer apparatus includ-

ing keyboar

Software: All programs running
within a computer's memory.
Also often applied (o tapes,

Firmware: A combination
hardware and software wt
applies to memory dci ices s

as ROMs, EPROMs and c

ridges (i.e. hardware) but w!
contain programs (i.e. s

Video: Anything connected to

the visual display generated by
the computer.

Sound generator: A device

fitted to some microcomputers
which is used to create sound
effects and music in programs.

used by the computer
displays and printouts. Mo
computers use a standard s<

called the ASCII (American
Standard Code for Informi

"'

"

Graphics: This is appliei

computer displays which are

not made up from standard

Low resolution graphics HI

that only a small number of

picture elements (pixels) can
appear on the screen (e.g. 25 x

40). Pixels can be characters
— letters, numbers or other

defined blocks.

High resolution graphics is the

term applied to displays in

which the individual pixels

(dots) on the screen can be us
independently. Displays

around 200 x 400 pixels i

common, although specialis

up ) 1500 x 2000

Utilities: Programs designed tc

make life easier for the

, They include

iiiiiiii

"zH
I I I H I I I

1 1 1 n 1

1
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llllllll
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programmer's aids suet
graphics packages and ma<
code tools.

Mainframe computer: The
applied lo large multi
computers with large

and vast computing power.
These are very expensive and
are generally only used in

factories and other establish-

ments where a lot of computing
power is needed by a large

number (15-100) of peoplt
simultaneously.

Minicomputer: A large and fasi

computer, supporting perhapE
five users simultaneously. Thev
arc used where a lot of compul"
ing power is needed by on
system, sucl"

electronics s;

iWk

Microcomputer: A small desk
top computer for one user, will
limited computing power ant

Keyboard: The panel of labelled

buttons connected to a com-
puter which allows the user to

Joystick: A stick, simular to
that used in some aircraft, used
to give a simple form of

computer. Digital Joysticks give

a signal of 'on' or 'off for each
direction, whilst analogue
joysticks give an output which
is proportional to the position
of the joystick. Trackballs
consist of a sphere, —

'

by the speed of
a the ball, rather than
nt position.

Light Pen: A pen held in

contact with the output screen

of a computer, by synchronis-
ing the data from (he pen with
the electron beam scanning the

the position of the pen
screen is calculable by

the computer.

Graphics tablet: A pen, held in

ith a flat board, with a
contacts beneath the

surface of the board, used lo

ie the position of the pen on
surface.

Dlgitiser: An arm connected lo
the computer, with the Joints
relaying data of their angle. The
computer can calculate the

position of the end of the

Graphics tablets and digit isers

are used lo input a picture into a
computer quickly and simply.

VDU: A Visual Display Unit is

the screen on which a computer
gives it's video output. This can
be a monitor, which is fed
directly from the computer or,

by pulling the video signal

through a till modulator, it

can be connected to an ordinary

keyboard and a VDU, parlici

larly when connected to

mainframe or minicomputer.

Backing store: A non-volatile

device used to store programs
and data for later retrieval.

Examples include disc drives

and tape recorders.

Port: The plug or slot on the
outside of a computer which is

used to connect it to peripherals

and other external hardware
for input and output of
information.

bul the data output from
not in a form which ihe other
will accept directly, then an
interface must be used.

Digital lo analogue converter:
A type of interface used to
convert coded digital signals

into a linear analogue output.

Analogue to digital converters
perform the opposite function
used in converting real-world
values (e.g. lemperalure, dis-

tance, etc.) into a digital form
for processing by a computer.

Network: A special interface

used to connect a number of
compuiers together, and to a
number of common peripherals

Mullein-.: Used

Up to 100 users simultaneously

computers to each other by way I to code and decode the
of Ihe telephone system. They computer data for transmission

in the necessary circuitry I on Ihe lelephone network.
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This week
David Ellis

explains some
of the words used
for graphics on
the Amstrad
CPC464

<
Q

O
3:

IB H0D6 B.DEFINT A-ZiORIBIN 19a,39BlFAFER 6.BC-RDER 3,11

3B L-LEN (word*) -2: nir»ctlon-VAL (LEFT* fHard*, 1>

)

2BBB IL6FT,^«BT^IO^BETUM( _^-—-"

4080 :t>OUN,«ii»,cnlorifiETURN \ fM^fi 1
SaBB count-liCDl-INTIRND"l3)iCaL2=INT(RN0'151 \ *^^^

SB3B iUAIT,20; I.N! 7,rr-:Ni- iB,i:jr» 11,14; INK 13, 16: INK B,C0L2 ^^^^^^

3B3B iUAIT,2BllNK 3,14! INK 10,161 INK M,2Z] INK I3,6|INK 8.C0L2
3B6B caunt-raunttlllF count-IB THEN 5BBB ELSE SB2B

r "lo simplify the operation Occasionally, when the quickest method is always to be
1 of drawing lines on Ihe PARAMETER routine is

X Anrnrad screen the new called, the offset value will be in You may think that at

words RIGHT, LEFT, UP, and the wrong register. With the &S384/5 1 could have used LD
DOWN will be added to the word RIGHT, the offset is in B.Hand LDC.L but you would

RSX. The following jumpblock HL when it needs to be in DE. be wrong. The DE register is

There are no opcodes on the PUSHed at &837E and [hen a
Z80 to transfer values from branch is taken lo &S385...

2 GRA SET PEN (ABBDE) register pairs. It would be nice if POP BC. If you had replaced

This routine sets the PEN this with LD C,l ihen the stack

colour of the line to be drawn. would be different on return to

The PEN value is passed, via LD DE.HL ; Load DE register BASIC. In facl, as Ihe stack is

the accumulator, to the routine. with Ihe contents of HL different il is unlikely thai you
The value in the accumulator is register. would return to BASIC at all!

'masked' so that it's range is

correct for the current mode. Unfortunately this is not As for the words themselves,

possible directly, so two they all have the same syntax:

methods can be used. For Ihe

MODE value to IS word RIGHT I have used: IWORD , number of pixels ( ,

MODE 1 value to 3 colour)

MODE 2 value to 1 LD D.H transfer Ihe contents

LDE,L of HL toDE WORD refers to RIGHT.
2 GRA LINE RELATIVE LEFT. UP or DOWN. The
(&BBF9) This will draw a line However, for the word UP, 1 number of pixels is the length of

relative to the current graphics have used Ihe other method: the line to be drawn. For angled

cursor. The cursor position is lines the normal DRAWS or

updated accordingly. If the PUSHDE transfer contents DRAW commands can he used.

point specified lies outside the POP HL of DE to HL Inslead of using MOVER you
graphic window then it will be could use one of the four words
ignored. On entry to the Now, both these melhods and draw [he line in Ihe same
subroutine the DE register must work admirably. The latter colour as the background — i.e.

method is probably used more
offset, and the HL register Ihe often, but the former method is If you are drawing many lines

vertical (Y) offset. the mosl efficient — why? it will be better to hold the data

All that is required is to set in DATA statements as follows.

the colour for plotting, and set LD D.H lakes 4 u seconds @ Each movement can be express-

the required X and Y offset. 1MHZ ed in five bytes:

The four machine code routines LD E,L lakes 4 u seconds #
are shown in listings 1 and 2. IMHZ BYTE 1 - RIGHT - 1 LEFT
The following points may be of Total - 8 u seconds @ 1MHZ = 2 UP - 3 DOWN = 4

BYTE 2 — COLOUR to F
PUSH DE lakes 13 u seconds @ (expressed in hexadecimal),

plotting colour (if specified) is IMHZ corresponds lo PEN no.

located from &838C 10 &839T. POP HL takes 10 u seconds @ BYTES 3 to 5 - Length or line

The colour will only be set if IMHZ 1 to 640
two parameters are passed with Total = 23 u seconds ® IMHZ
the word. All four words The four commands to draw
branch to this subroutine first. a square would be:

The subroutine from 48374 to exchange of two single regisiers

&838B is a common one used by IR1GHT, 100,3

both DOWN and LEFT. PUSH/POP method. The IUPJ00

;e computing v,



DATA 13100,33100.23100,43100

program which uses I

method 10 draw an Item. T
the program out if you wan
see what il is. Remember to
the four new words to [he B
first though!
Nest week we will add a w

lo draw squares ami returns!

sing 2. Machine code listing fc

&83JE CALL 41

&8J64 CAt.i. &

CI ;H<
|

„„ oi r

ED« !>'ihi....- liV-'vi
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AMSTRAD SPEECH
SYNTHESIZER

Voice control with dk'tronics' speech synthesizer

A msii ad Speech Synthesiser

mdk'n-miL-,

system, complete wilh amplifier
and twin four-inch speakers.

The speech synthesizer inter-

faces with [he console through
the floppy disc port. From here

l lead ( > the

'o output socket found
to the joystick port.

Accompanying the hardware
is 4K of software, the driving

force behind three of the four

in which the speech chip

main ROM chip is the

SP0256 speech chip, which is

loaded with 59 discrete speech
sounds called allophones, and
five pauses of varying length.

Each spoken word is assem-
bled from a combination of

i phones. Mode I, the

t mode, is used digitally,

without the software provided.

Unique to each allophonc is a
me- or two- digit denary
number. These are listed in the

handbook provided with the

speech synthesizer.

Passed to the speech chip

location in the I/O memory

Simple messages like -Press

programmed in this way. U
could prove useful 10 assemble
a library of ftequemly used
messages and prompts, listing

all the appropnate allophone

Perhaps the main advantage
of this melhod is that no

HIMF.N is

s the c II the o

Thinking of piograms written

by you which include some
machine code routines, you
may want to add speech; using

this direct mode may well save

considerable editing of the

memory locations used in the

host program.
Mode 2: using the IFEED

command still requires the allo-

phones to be accessed digitally.

The bar, I, can be found on the

shifted @ key.

Firstly, load Lhe ;

which is provided on
The IEEED comm_.._
followed by your chosen allo-

phone codes which will 1

output as speech as soon as

prouram reaches Lhe Mi

.:.:.! ^num :n.s command.
There is a restriclion here

that the IFEED command
limited to a maximum of 30
parameters. It is recommended

appropriate to generating sound
effects: doubless it will be the

subject of a great deal of
deafening stereophonic experi-

Mode 3 is (he text to speech
convener. Herein lies the heart

of the system. With tl

ware loaded and using the

command words provided in

the speech chip, you are able to

convert written words directly

into speech, without recours

to the cumbersome allophor

folloi mple
simplicity of

the syntax used in this mode.
20 PRINT'fHome Computing

Weekly"
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Ihe speech chip will

s. That'

Notice the short diagonal line

next to the usual quotation
marks. This is typed by holding
down the right hand shift key

and pressing the key immediat-
ely to the left of it.

Try it now. Even without the

speech synthesizer you should
be able to print it to screen. This
is all the syntax involved in

directing your PRINT com-
mands to the speech chip

instead of lo the screen.

Of course the appropriate

command words have lo be
incorporated in your program.
This is all explained in detail

within the handbook, and
presents no problems.
The text buffer holds 100

characters, consequently quite
' dialogue can be

held in data, ;

reiki in,:, i it.Ui.ilK n: sequel

allowing whole |>lw;nes

output as speech. Not h

ialty

n then
allows for

whole pages of Shakespeare or
Spillane 10 be voiced at one go.

Mode 4: using printing mode
command words, all outputs to

the screen can be voiced at the

same time. Your program
listings can be read back,
helping to trap those typing

the s. 1 in the

it of anearly jumped
the first lime 1 was tow
'Ready'!!

Those then are the four

modes within which the speech
symheti/cr is operated.

The eight command words all

prefixed by the I sign allow easy

control of all the functions, one
of which is a speech speed
control with 16 different values.

Although Dalek-like in inton-

ation, careful expcrimeniation
with 'fonetik sspelling' clarifies

mosl of the output until the

words reach an acceptable

standard. The challenge is in

finding and remembering the
best format to overcome some
of the vagaries of our beautiful

language.

A complete English word
store requires some five mega-
bytes of storage, making it

impractical on home micros
(this year anyway).
As though all this weren't

itereo amplifier. Don't 1

vhy your music system n
me the size of a paving-st

Price: £39.95

Manufacturer: dk 'ironies

Address: Unit 6, Shire Hill Ind

Est, Saffron Walden,
Essex CB11 3AX

@W»I

BANKRUPT STOCK — / , A

GAMES FROM 99p!! V^/
Yes in this volatile industry you can benefit

by buying TOP BRANDED software from

99p ( + p/p). A few examples below, but new
lines every day —

from
Q/S1LVER, BUGBYTE, M1CROPOWER,

LOTHLORIEN, CDS etc.

for

SPECTRUM, CBM64, VIC-20 & BBC

99p £1.49 £1.99

DUCKWORTH ADVENTURES
COLOSSAL CAVE ADVENTURE
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lain R Murray
explains how you
can expand
your CM to meet
your particular
needs

Q

I

OS

s
The enormous expansion

v-.-ibiliiii.-i of the Com-
modore 64 make it very

easy 10 expand 10 suit anyone's
needs, and to get ihe mosi from

As Ihe 64's BASIC memory is

volatile (lost when Ihe computer
is switched off) a backing hi ore

micros, [his usually comprises
some form of magnetic record-
ing unit, normally a cassette

lape recorder or floppy disc

Most 64 owners will also

possess ihe Commodore C2N
'soap-on-a-rope' tape recorder.

This reliable and comparatively
cheap unit plugs directly into

it's own port on Ihe 64. It is

adequate for most purposes, for

saving small programs and data
files, but compared with other

lape storage systems it is very
slow (loading 32K in jusl over

len minutes). This makes it

rather a nuisance for storing

long programs (as well as the

increased expense of longer

cassciie la pes!) Some speed

software is now available, bin

those impatient and rich enough
can obtain a disc drive.

The Commodore 1541 single

floppy disc drive has all the

usual advantages of a disc

contents of a disc can easily te
listed, programs are found for

you (no winding of lapes), disc

storage is roughly as economic-
al as tape in terms of K stored

per penny, and, Ihe disc drive b
much faster lhan ihe casset:t

Bait, Again, compared will"

other systems, ihe Commodore
drive is rather slow {loading 32K
in aboul 2 minutes). This is

because the drive is connected
to the 64 by a serial link, and

time along a wire, rather than
one byte at a lime along eight

wires in the parallel data
transmission syslem which is

murt common for disc drives.

Despite ihese misgivings, the

facilities offered by a disc drive

are a Godsend io anyone used
to working wilh casseite tape.

Anolhcr piece of essential

hardware for the businessman
or serious programmer is a
printer — Commodore offen a

wide range, some plug in

directly, others can be added
wilh suitable in ler faces. The
cheapest Commodore offei is

the 1520, a four-colour pen-

lyne printer/plolter offering :i

characters per second (cps) on
4-inch wide paper at 20, 40 oi

HO characters per line (cpl)

Reverse video characters appeal
underlined, and hi- resolution

upside-down) characters are

ol.o possible. The 1 525

i feed d
offering 30 cps i

paper (or smaller)

cpl. Reverse character; appear
as oo the screen, and various

printing modes including user-

defined graphics and double
width are easily available.

A numbei of othei printers

are also available, the price

depending on the speed and
facilities offered. Vou could
also buy a daisy-wheel type

the

businessman. The printers can
be used to list programs for a
detailed study and. with the

uppropriiite software, 1

graphic screens can also be
dumped to the printer. They
also are invaluable

priming out labels, letters i

oihiT documents prepared o
word processor or olhcr print

compatible software. Other
printers, disc drives, etc. can b
added to Ihe 64, but these ma
require modiRed cables o
specialised in: effaces

The 64's user pnn offers ai

eight bit parallel input/output
port directly pinyrammable
from BASIC. Commodore
produces a RE1. cartridge n
allow the port to perform as

set or switches or sensors n
emernal devices (robots,
scientific apparatus, etc). This
allows you to cnnrrol virtually

anything with your humble
of home-build

have
i for v

. the
electronics press, and many al

include suggestions for control

and monitoring applications.

You can see thai the 64'

expansion facilities make i

much more lhan a number
cruncher <

Take a glance Ihrough the
hardware adverts in a few
magazines, and you should find

some interesting projects t

further your experience and u;

of your computer.

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 1!



5
The ehotee Is your
— take part In

aerial combat,
find your way out
of a maze or
pilot a space
shuttle. Andrew
Gardiner's
combination

Orlc-maze
;ask is to escape from a 3D

gives face- in ihe direction

last moved). If you can n
forward you'll also be abli

To find your way out

must try to build up a me
map of Ihe maze you're in

cheat by drawing one!
When you're facing the ei

suitable sign will appear, t

you must simply move fo™
to freedom.
The program picks one on

a possible two mazes to ai

long term appeal.

The

ir FORWARD
i: RIGHT
irLEFT
I BACK
>r QUIT

40-70 game

lWu-HMI

8000-8M0 hi-res draw

9000-MSO DATA I

A (X,V)

Space shuttle
lander

Land the shuttle or face the

You control the shuttle by
raising or lowering its nose,
which causes a change in your
descent rate. You can never
gain height. Your nose level

indicator tells you its present
1. Tryinj

.(> causes
.!.'. C l'l'lk>v.s

a stall and a steep

height when you're just

than 1500 metres from the

of the runway. Attemptin;

iresenl stage of the mission. As

tigher nose levels to achieve
iiiiiiji descent rates.

On skill levels greater than
' become an added

raplicf .. You n t try I

keep your bearing

Failure to do so reduces the rate

at which you approach the

400-510 PLOTs runwa)
landing sequence

1211-SliJ l-^iri,: r,iMllr,e

1 landed routine. PR
es, waits for key

20 routines to P
is messages, adjust

SVe speed
DR?* descent ran
A/NT( noise 1

PLOTied on sc

BVi bearing
RT. controlling d<

SJ.Ti skill level

SCW> your score

War plane
in this game you're the pilot of
a fighter plane with cockpit
view, and must shoot down if

enemy in front by bringing
within your sights and firing.

However, don't be too trigger-

happy because you've a limited

supply of laser bolts.

At the start you choose a time
limit in which to destroy your
city.

Each time you destroy :

fighter (he next will be quicker.
A constant readout o~

remaining laser bolts, reamininj
time and your number of hits i

1000-1210 set up user de

1JO0-I350 POKES game til

2000-1110 selects time I

3000-3260 sets up screen
4000-4040 randomly it

4050-4130 reads keybc

7000-7070 PLOT c

8000-1320 city destroy
S330-S420 PRINT to

HT number of hits

A/Al new/old hoi

game title to be POKEd oi

status line

register control ling abilit]
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4B7.B IFM0-2«NDB< (12-M1THENB-B-H

•BSB P-PEEM52B1
4BbB lFP.|T2BNDnj(3-MITHENn-A-(1 1

"'« PLOTlS.A.-h-.PLnTlH, ?,->•' ^^^^^^^
4158 JPF-ITHENSBBB / ^^^^»Ulfc,

hie" wy
o?™ REH DETECT MIT ON ENEMY ^^"W^^H

(,B G[PSUB4BBB MAIN GBME

U9B REH GET UP USER BEFINED GHBPHIC6

i!s
:;;?""- """CIV ^^\

lililllP ^A

2B3B INPUT'dBB IS THE EaSIE5T)":L
?B JB I

F

I ; ;«OHL > 1 BB THENZOBB

3B9B IFSCRNCIB.BK >T2THEN6BB0

S*M REM ENEMY IS HIT

6IBB PLflYB.I .1, 15BB

I'BBO IFLR-BTHENn-i

Z91V REM SET UP SCREEN
IfflBB CLEiPAPERhMNKB

?16B pRiNT-ipaaqaaqoaaoaaqgnqqQqoqqaaooaQqoQO'J''

II9I P0KE49542, lil P0I.E«B39B,2r

G2SB T-LlH-n-.BS!F-B:L;-irjT{T/IBJ-lBtB-BlBl-SiCT-B

'B*B PLDT4.r4,-(f llllg 1 Hql Mgg tgfMfg"

BtBIB IFB111THENB14B
gb;h fobn»is»uT[ji =

BBJB PLOTfl'I.N,".-

III::: \5^\
5SSSK3S. V^^l
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Write or convert music for your
Spectrum, or convert Dragon

listings with this utility by Tony
Houlton

Phis program simuliik'-

:he Dragon PLAY com-
mand by allowing you tc

f a string of letter* ant

The r

follows: T — tempo, O —
:ave, L — note length and
— pause length. Each letter is

followed by a number, if you
'

'i include them then the
wing default values are set

fi> Mil' computer:
T2 — roughly equivalent to

4/4 time; 02 — the octave bekm
middle C; L4 — gives a note
length equivalent to a W note

ion. No default value is set

', but the pauses
the

i

lengths e.g. PS give:

equivalent t

n eighth note, the notes are

entered by using the letters A to

ou can also modify nok". by

g the relevant symbols for

sharps, flats and doited notes

The first pari of the program
describes the variables and their

parameters and shows the

the program equivalents. It

should be possible, with a little

lice, to translate written

ic into the program code,
computer transl.iie. ,hi>

Spectrum BEEPs and
displays these on the screen.

s each BEEP is calculated

the r I th<

displayed. The tune is played at

normal speed and the informa-
n redisplayed. You can then

replay the tune as man v lim

you wish without losinc

iuU'tmation. When you
copied the BEEP values

future use you can return to the

can have a printed copy by
changing any PRINT com-
mands in lines 1240 to 1280 to
LPRINT. If you want a copy of
your original string entry, then
break into the program (CAPS
SHIFT and BREAK) and enter
the direct addressing mode
LPRINT or PRINT AS.
To convert PLAY commands

in Dragon listings you select the
MUSICMAKER

iTthesl n the li

Yiw only variables that a

found in this program \

the letter V followed by

on the Dragon is SOUND. This
plays a given note for a given
duration and a short program
(line 1340 onwards) to deal with

included.

The only difficulty that will

be encountered is that the
Spectrum will not BEEP for

longer than 10 seconds. If the
second number after SOUND is

larger than 160 then subtract
160 from the value and enter as
two separate values. SOUND
90,192 could be entered as
SOUND90.16O ; SOUND90.32
translated as BEEP 10,0 :

BEEP 2,0. If you want to speed
the program up by leaving out
[he BEEPs during the calcula-

tion then omit line 10TO.

10-225 menu

130-355 detai

and paramct'
360 input p

370-44(1 set <lc

T, O, L
450-580 main

S90-700 caLcu'lai

71M10 calcul.

start values

820-930 caicu

940-1010 alloc:

1030-1090 calo

1100-1190 calci

1I0O-1B0 play

1240-1HO list Spectrum BEEP

U90-1300 playai

1340-1360
in SOUND cc

' Drag.

for another

l-KIMI: COMI'lllM.; \\



THE MU5ICMAKER PROGRAMME IS SIMILAR IN FORMAT TO THE DRA

A SHORT PROGRAMME TO CONVERTTHE DRAGON SOUND COMMAND FOR
IS ALSO INCLUDED"
'PRESS ""M" 11 FOR MUSICMAKER Oft '"S" 11 FOR DRAGON SOUND PROB

" 10 CLS : POKE 23658, B: PRINT " MUSICMAKER AND DRAGON SOUND
<»*».»***»***» C0NVER5I0iN BY ft.A.K

NOVEMBER 19B4
15 GO SUB 1470
28 PRINT : PRINT '

GON PLAY COMMAND.

"

30 PRINT : PRINT '

USEON THE SPECTRUM
40 PRINT : PRINT '

RAMME"
50 IF INKEY*="" THEN GO TO 50
60 IF INKEY*="S" THEN GO TO 1350
70 CLS : PRINT "THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS VOU TO COPY OR COMPOSE MUSIC FOR YOUR 16K

0R4BK SFECTRUM USING ALPHABETIC AND NUMERIC TERMS FOR THE NOTES, NOTE LENGTH, T
EMPO, OCTAVE AND PAUSES ETC.": PRINT ! PRINT "TO SEE THE VARIABLES AND THEIR P
ARAMETEBS PRESS Z, ANY OTHER KEY TD WRITE MUSIC"

B0 IF INKEY*="" THEN GO TO 80
90 IF INKEY*<>"Z" THEN GO TO 360
140 CLS : PRINT TAB 4i"VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS": PRINT TAB '

**»***«*"• PRINT ! PRINT "1. TEMPO": PRINT : PRINT "2. NOTE L

NT "3. NOTES": PRINT I PRINT "4. OCTAVE": PRINT : PRINT "5. MODIFIERS": PRINT :

PRINT "6. PAUSES": PRINT : PRINT "7. TO WRITE A TUN": PRINT : PRINT "PLEASE SELE

150
BY NUMBER"

F INKEY*^"
60 IF INKEY*=":
70 IF INKEY*=";
80 IF inkeys= m

:

THEN
THEN

' THEN

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

GO TO 150
GO TO 230
GO TO 240
SO TO 250
GO TO 330
GO TO 340
GD TO 350
GO TO 360
S190 IF INKEY*='

200 IF INKEY*="5"
210 IF INKEY*='
220 IF INKEY#='
225 GD TO 150
230 CLS : PRINT "TEMPO": PRINT "*»***": PRINT : PRINT "TEMPO IS INDICATED BY TH

E LETTERT FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER"i PRINT i PRINT "THE TEMPO IS THE SPEED AT WHICH
THE PIECE IS PLAYED. A VALUE BETWEEN 1 AND 10 WILL MEET MOST NEEDS.": PRINT :

PRINT "T2 IS A SPEED OF DNE BEAT PER SECOND, T4 TWO BEATS PER 5EC0ND": PRINT
: PRINT "IF YOU DO NOT ENTER A VALUE FDR T THE COMPUTER WILL ALLOCATE THEVALUE T

2 ui PRINT : PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO MENU": PAUSE 01 30 TO 140
240 CLS : PRINT "NOTE LENGTH": PRINT "*****•*****" t PRINT : PRINT " NOTE LEN

GTH IS INDICATED BY L FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER": PRINT : PRINT "MOST NOTE LENGTHS WI
LL BE IN THERANGE 1 TO 32": PRINT : PRINT "LI IS A WHOLE NOTE, L2 A HALF NOTE
AND L4 A QUARTER NOTE": PRINT : PRINT "IF YOU DO NOT ENTER A VALUE FOR L THE COM
PUTER WILL ALLOCATE THEVALUE L4": PRINT : PRINT "L CAN BE MODIFIED BY (.J E.G.
L2. 1/2 + 1/4 NOTE 3/4 NOTE": PRINT i PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE": I

USE
245 CLS : PRINT AT 0,6; "NOTE LENBTH VALUES"sAT 1 ,6; "****«*****#»**«**»"; AT 4,
;"C ";AT 5,01 "B - L1";AT 5,16;"S = L2";AT 8,0; "C " ; AT B,16;"C£"jAT 9,0;"D

;AT 9,: • LB"|AT 12,0; "££";AT : "CG";AT : <l"£ L16";AT :
b;"C

m L32";AT 16,0;"PRES5 ANY KEY TO RETURN TO MENU": PAU
258 CLS : PRINT "NOTES": PRINT "****»"i PRINT : PRINT "THE NOTES CAN BE REPRESS
NTED BY LETTERS AS SHOWN BELOW"
260 PRINT AT 6,9;"C#"[AT fc,12;"D#";AT 6,18;"F#";AT 6,21l
270 PRINT AT 7,9j"or"jAT 7, 12| "or " ; AT 7,lBj"or";AT 7,21;
290 PRINT AT B,9; "D-"

;
AT B,12;"E-"[AT B,18;"G-";AT 8,21;

290 FLOT 52,103: DRAW 168,0: PLOT 52,55: DRAW 16B,0: FOR 1=52 TO 220 STEP 24: P
LOT 1,55: DRAW 0,4B: NEXT I

300 FOR 1=9 TO 11: FOR J=9 TO 24 STEP 3: PRINT AT I,J;"B": NEXT J: NEXT I

310 PRINT AT 13,aj"C";AT 13,ll ( "D"jAT 13,14;"E";AT 13,17;"F";AT 13,20; "G" ; AT 13
,23i"A";AT 13,26;"B"
320 PRINT AT 16, 0; "SEQUENCES OF NOTES ARE ENTERED BY LETTER E.G. BGACDBE";AT 1

9,0;" PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE": PAUSE
325 CLS : PRINT AT 0,0; "THE POSITION OF THE NOTES ON THE STAFF WHEN WRITTEN
IN THE KEY OF ""G>"> IS AS SHOWN BELOW": PRINT AT 5,23;"G";AT 6,0;"

F "|AT 7,19f"E"iAT B,0;" D "
; AT 9
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.151 "C t04>"
(
AT 10,0i '—

jAT
: AT "A";AT 12,

f

20,0; "PRESS ANY KEY TO RETUR

i PRINT "OCTAVES ARE INDICATE
PRINT "THERE IS A RANGE OF F

PRINT : PRINT "MIDDLE C IS AT
TO PLAY THE SCALE IN C YOU WOULD

PRINT : PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY

"(AT 15,3; "D-'jA'

N TO MENU"; PAUSE 0i GO TO 140
330 CLS : PRINT "OCTAVES"! PRINT "«#*»*#»": PRINT

D BY THE LETTER FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER": PRINT
IVE OCTAVES": PRINT t PRINT "l IS LOW 5 IS HIGH":
THE START OF THE THIRD OCTAVE

"t PRINT : PRINT "ENTER T203CDEFGAB04CCO3BAGFEDC
TO RETURN TO MENU": PAUSE 0: GO TO 140
340 CLS i PRINT "MODIFIERS": PRINT "»»»»#»*«*", PRINT : PRINT "THE NOTES CAN BE
MODIFIED BY # TO INDICATE SHARP AND BY - TO INDICATE FLAT": PRINT : PRINT "T

,
AND L CAN BE MODIFIED BY THE FOLLOWING SUFFIXES": PRJNT : PRINT " + INCREAS

ES CURRENT VALUE BY 1": PRINT : PRINT "- DECREASES CURRENT VALUE BY I"t PRINT :

PRINT "> DOULES CURRENT VALUE"i PRINT : PRINT "< HALVES CURRENT VALUE": PRINT i

PRINT ". INCREASES NOTE LENGTH BY HALF": PRINT I PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN
TO MENU": PAUSE 0: GO TO 140
350 CLS : PRINT "PAUSES": PRINT "»»**»*"[ PRINT : PRINT "PAUSES ARE INDICATED B

Y LETTER P FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER": PRINT : PRINT "VALUES OF P ABOVE 24 PRODUCE T
HESAME LENGTH OF DELAY": PRINT ! PRINT "THE PAUSE HAS THE SAME VALUES ASTHE NOTE
LENGTHS E.G. P4 WOULD BE A PAUSE LASTING FOR THE SAME LENGTH AS A QUARTER NOTE

": PRINT : PRINT "THE . MODIFIER CAN NOT BE USED WITH THE PAUSE. TO PAUSE L2.
YOU WOULD USE P2P4": PRINT : PRINT " PRESSANY KEY TO CONTINUE": PAUSE

355 CLS i PRINT AT 0,6; "PAUSE LENGTH VALUES";AT 1 ,6( "»*»*****»»»*»*•***", AT 5,
0| "j£ » Pl"jAT 5,16i"iJ - P2"jAT B,0i"2";AT 9,0| "P P4"|AT B,16l"K"jAT 9,16j

0;
:"jAT 12,0; i

ANY KEY T(

;AT 01 "k - Pl( ;AT "J3"iAT ;
' P32"iAT 16

J RETURN TO MENU": PAUSE 0: GO TO 140
5 : PRINT "WRITING OR TRANSCRIBING MUSIC": FRIH,
PRINT "HAVING READ THE INSTRUCTIONS YDUSHDULD NOW TRY ENTERING A TUNE.

FOR YOUR FIRST ATTEMPT TRY THE EXAMPLE BELOW.": PRINT : PRINT " T4O3L2G804CDL
3BABL2ADDL 1A03L2BB04CDL4C03BAGL2ADDL 1GL2BGG04C03L4BAGF#L2ADDL 1 A03L2GB04CDL4CC
GL2ADDL1G": PRINT : PRINT "NOW TRY YOUR OWN TUNE"

RINT AT 14,0;" ';AT 15,

"; AT

P4 ! f 16 INPUT '

!l;"H =L1 £ -L2

9,0; "I =P1 .J =F2

LINE A*: LET N=I

UNE.
DL4CO

' THEN LET N=N+2
•0 NKV'L" THEN LET A*=A:
NT "A* NOW = ";A*

I PLAY YOUR TUNE USE THE FOLLOWING SPECTRUM BEEPS"i

' ENTER YDUR TUNE STRING PLEASE
o/a IF A*( TO N)="T" THEN GO TO 390
3S0 IF A*< TQ NJO-T" THEN LET A*="T2"+A*: LET N=3: GO TO 41B
390 IF CODE A#(N+1 TO N+H >=4B AND CODE A*(N+1 TO N+l><=57 THEN

TO 390
400 LET N=N+1
410 IF A*fN TO N)<>"DU THEN LET A*=A* ( TO N-l ) +"02"+A* fN TO ):

O 430
420 IF A*!N TO N>="0'
430 IF A*(N TO NK>"I
44B CLS :

45B PRINT
460 LET Ai

470 DIM H(LEN A*): DIM J (LEN ASH LET K-l
490 FOR N-l TO LEN A*
490 IF A*(N TO N)="S" THEN PRINT : PRINT "THE TUNE WILL NOW BE PLAYED AT
CORRECT SPEED, THEN LISTED": BO TO 120B

' OR A*<N TO N)="." OR A*(N TO N>-"+" OR A* IN TO N)="-
A*tN TO N)="<" OR A*(N TD N)=">" OR A*(N TO N)="#" THEN NEXT N
510 IF CODE A*(N TO N) >=49 AND CODE A*!N TO NK=57 THEN NEXT N
520 IF A* IN TO N)="T" THEN GO SUB 590
530 IF A*(N TO N1="0" THEN BO BUB 71B
540 IF A*<N TD N>-"L" THEN GO SUB 920
550 IF A*(N TO N)="A" OR A»(N TO NJ-'^" OR A*(N 10 N)="C" OR A*(N TO N>-"D
A*(N TO N)="E" OR AS(N TO N)="F" OR A*(N TO N>-="G" THEN GO SUB 940
560 IF A*-(N TO N) = "P" THEN GO SUB 1 10B
570 IF A*(N TO N)""y u THEN NEXT N
590 NEXT N
590 IF CODE A*(N+1 T0'N+1)>=48 AND CODE ft*(N+l TD N+1X-57 THEN LET X=VAL

SO T -



+ 1 TO N+l)
600 IF CODE A* (N+l TO I

610 IF CODE A*(N+2 TO r

A* (N+2 TO N+2)
620 IF CODE AS<N+2 TO N+2X48 OR CODE A»<N+2 TO N+2) >37 THEN GD TO 650
630 IF CODE A*(N+3 TO N+3X4B OR CODE A*(N+3 TO N+3) >57 THEN GO TO 630
64B IF CODE A*<N+3 TO N+3) >-4B AND CODE A*<N+3 TO N+3K-B7 THEN LET X-lt
AS<N+3 TO N+3)
650 IF A*(N+1 TO N+l>="+" THEN LET X-X+l
660 IF A*<N+1 TO N+l)-"-" THEN LET X=X-1
670 IF A*(N+1 TO N+i)=">" THEN LET X-2*X
680 IF AS{N+l TO N+l)""<" THEN LET X-X/2
690 LET T-2/X
700 RETURN
710 IF CODE A#(N+1 TO N+1)>-4S AND CODE (l((N+l TO N+1X-57 THEN LET Y=VAL A*<

TQ t

720 IF A*
730 IF AS
740 IF A*

LET Y-Y+l
LET Y-Y-l
LET Y-2*Y
LET Y-Y/2

LET Z=VAL A*<l

:10*Z+VAL

1 TO N+i>-"+" THEN
1 TO N+l)="-" THEN
1 TO N+l>-">" THEN
1 TO N+l >="<' THEN

760 IF Y-l THEN LET 8—25
770 IF Y=2 THEN LET S">-13
780 IF Y=3 THEN LET S=-l
790 IF Y=4 THEN LET 5=11
800 IF Y=5 THEN LET S-23
810 RETURN
B20 IF CODE A*<N+1 TO N+1)>=4B AND CODE A*(N+1 TO N+lX"57 THEN

+1 TO N+l)
B30 IF A*(N+2 TO N+2)="." THEN LET Z=<2»Z)/3
840 IF CODE A* (N+2 TO N+2) >-48 AND CODE A* (N+2 TO N+2X=57 THEN LET i

AS (N+2 TO N+2)
850 IF AS(N+3 TO N+3)="." THEN LET Z"(2»Z)/3
860 IF CODE ASIN+3 TO N+3) >«4B AND CODE A*(N+3 TO N+3X =57 THEN LET Z=10«Z+VAL
A*(N+3 TO N+3)
B78 IF AStN+4 TO N+4>="." THEN LET Z=(2»Z)/3
BB0 IF AS(N+1 TO N+l>-"+" THEN LET Z-Z+l
89B IF A*(N+1 TO N+l)="-" THEN LET 7-Z-l
900 IF A»(N+1 TO N+I)-"> H THEN LET Z-2*Z
910 IF AS(N+1 TO N+l)="<" THEN LET Z-Z/2
920 LET L-l/Z
930 RETURN
940 IF A*(N TO N:

950 IF AS(N TO N
960 IF AS(N TO N
970 IF A*(N TO N
9B0 IF A*(N TO N
970 IF A*(N TO N

1000 IF A*<N TO N
1010 IF AS<N+1 TO
1020 IF AS<N+1 TO
1030 LET DURATION^
1040 LET PITCH-S+W
1050 LET H(K)=DU!
1060 PRINT "BEEP
1070 BEEP DURATION, PITCH
10B0 LET K-K+l
1090 RETURN
1100 IF CODE AS<N+1 TO N-
+1 TO N+l)
1110 IF CDDE A* (N+2 TO N-
1120 IF CODE A* (N+2 TO N-

2 TO N+2)
IF CODE A* (N+3 to n-
:f code a*(N-
3 TO N+3)

L5B LET PAUSE=INT ( <50*T) /U>
1160 IF PAUSE<1 THEN LET PAUSE=1

>~'C* THEN LET W-l
)-"D" THEN LET W<5
)="E" THEN LET W=5
)="F" THEN LET W-6
>- ,: E" THEN LET w=a
)="A" THEN LET W«10
>i.»B" THEN LET W=12
N+l)="#" HEN LET W=W+1
N+l)""-" THEN LET W-W-

I

-=INT (I000*lT*L+a.0005))/

AT I ON: LET J(K)=PITCH
•^DURATION; 'V'lPITCHj" i

48 AND CODE ASIN+1 TO

HOME COMPUTING V.



.170 PRINT
1130 LET H
190 RETURN

) FOR 1=1

1210 IF H>

1220 BEEP
1230 NEXT
:240 CLS :

1250 FOR !

1240 IF Hi

1270 PRINT
12B0 NEXT
1290 PRINT

-0 THEN PAUSE J II): NEXT 1

I) ,J(I)

PRINT "TO INCLUDE YOUR TUNE IN PROGRAM TYPE
'1 TO K-l
1=0 THEN PRINT "PAUSE "

; J ( I ) ;
"

: " | : NEXT Î

• FOR RETURN TO MENU,

1 1300

PRESS ' TO PLAY ABA I?

13B0 IF INKEY*="" THEN I

IF INKEY*="M" THEN 00 TO 140
1320 IF INKEYS= ,I P" THEN GO TO 1200
1330 GO TO 13B0

nen program td convert the dragon computer sound command tospectrum beeps.
BY R.A.HOULTONMARCH 1984 UPDATED NOVEMBER 1984

1350 CLS : PRINT i PRINT " THE DRAGON SOUND COMMAND~IS VERY SIMILAR TO THE SP
ECTRUM BEEP COMMAND AND CAN BE COPIED BY THIS PROGRAM"
1360 PRINT "THE SOUND COMMAND HAS THE FORM": PRINT i PRINT "SOUND P,D": PRINT :

PRINT "RANGE OF P 1 (LOW) TO 255!HIGH)"i PRINT "(MIDDLE 90) "i PRINT : PRINT "

RANGE OF D 1 < SHORT) TO 255(L0NG>": PRINT "(1 SECOND = 16>": PRINT : PRINT "PLEAS
E ENTER P AND D"
1370 INPUT "P FIRST PLEASE "jP: IF P< 1 OR P>255 THEN GO TD 1370
13B0 INPUT "AND NOW D ";D: IF D< 1 OR D>255 THEN GO TO 1380
1390 LET PITCH=INT (P/31-30; LET E-D: IF E>160 THEN LET E=160
1400 LET DURATION=INT ( (E/ 16) »1000+0. 0005) /1000
144W PRJNT 1 PRI NT J1FQR BSUNB " J-P; ""* "t^: PRINT i PRINT "USE BEEP ";DURftTION( ,';
PITCH
1420 PRINT : PRINT "TO HEAR SOUND PRESS ANY KEY"! PAUSE 0: BEEP DURATION, PITCH
1430 PRINT : PRINT "FOR ANOTHER SOUND PRESS S" : PRINT : PRINT "ANY OTHER KEY TO
RETURN TO MENU"
1440 IF INKEY*="" THEN GO TO 1440
1450 IF INK£Y$-"S" OR INKEY*="s" THEN GO TO 1350
1460 RESTORE 1500: GO TO 10
1470 FOR I=USR "A" TO USR "P"+7
1480 READ A: POKE I,

A

1490 NEXT I

1500 DATA 0,60,66, 129, 129, 66, I

1510 DATA 1

1520 DATA
1530 DATA
1540 DATA
1550 DATA
1560 DATA
1570 DATA 32,
1580 DATA 0,0
1590 DATA 0,0
1600 DATA 58, 58, '60

1610 DATA B.

1620 DATA 5f

1630 DATA 232,240,240
1640 DATA 64,

—

1650 DATA 60

27,255,255
64,32,16,0,0
64,32,144,64,32
64,32, 1<

,0,0
255,60,.

26 , 60 ,

64,32,

I

0,0

1665 REM (En

58 , 60 ,

'

32 , 32 , 32
,120, 120,

B

i, 16,32,32,32
a, 16, 8, 4, 6, 15,30
24B ,112,32,112, 248 , 252 ,

J

32

55 1680 and 1700 in
and 1710 in graphics<CAP SHIFT>+<9>.
1670 REM GRAPHICS CHARACTERS

) REM ABCDEFGHIJKL
1690 REM aSCDEFGMiiJKL
1700 REM M N P

J REM M N Q P
Type UDG'S -J as G J
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Indiana moans

US Gold's Indiana

Jones in the Losl Kingdom
US Gold's software is usually

first class, but this c

long way from their

The game offers

don't swoon at litis large

Help! I have recently bought
Daley Thompson's Decath-

lon. It's a very good game

I went down lo my local

stockist with my £7, all ready

to buy Decathlon, In the

shops were several topics, bur

would any of them work?

load, or if the first side

loaded the second side

Jn't. After attempting

three or four copies I gave up
and went to another

Again I tried several copies

they wouldn't work
either. 1 tried one last copy,

id it worked, both sides.

I bought it straight away
and rushed home to try it. It

didn't work. I tried several

until it worked. Now

before I can get it to work,

ie had thrashed the

computer on Match Day. I

proudly boast that I have

«th a 5-1 victory on the

rnational level being my
best result — but I've also

ored eight goals on the

writing with reference ti

:w Musgrove's ietle

Match Day, by Ocean.
I have managed to thrash the

computer 9-0 at amateur
level and 7-0 at both pr<

fessiona! and inter nation;

level, five minutes each hall

There are two bugs V\
noticed. Firstly, when lr

players come on the pile

(close-up shot) (he pitch

green. If you change the pile

iiuidi I lie close-up shows If.

pitch still green.

Also, when the dock is ju>

turning to 90, kick the ba
off the field. If you do it just

right you should get an '

LETTERSPAGE
HOMECOMI'l.liMi V\
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Fam* and fortune,

plus supw software
could await you In

our Systtm 3
Competition -*i*?h

TSlZljS.

If you've ever had a
brilliani idea for a game
bui haven't got the pro-

gramming skills to make il

reality then you could now be in

with a chance to see your
creation on screen, in our game
designer competition.

There will be 110 winners
who will all receive prizes from
System 3 Software. The top 10

games: Juice, Motocross and
Suicide Strike, all for the CM.
The 100 runners up will gel

Suicide Strike or Death Star
Interceptor on the Spectrum.
Each game would cost £7.95. In

addition alt entries will be
considered by System 3 for

possible development into
commercial software.

To enter, just send us your
idea for an arcade game or an

" u can choose

settings

any theme you like. Try and
make it as original as possible.

It can be funny, hair raising or
jusi plain exciting but it must
have the potential to be trans-

formed into a realty addictive

Explain your idea, in not
more than 200 words — typed if

possible — and give as much
detail as you can. We would
also like lo see your idea

Don't worry if you're not very

basic pictures of your screen
designs and characters.

The competition will be
marked by System 3 Software
and copyright on all entries will

pass to Syslem 3 and Argus
Specialist Publications. Syslem
3 Software will have ihe option
lo develop any of the entries

into commercial software and
will negotiate royalties with [he

auihois concerned.
So, if you'ie aiming for fame

and fortune, u could sian
here Go away and look for

When you've thought of your
game idea explain it in as much
detail as possible but in nor
more than 200 words. If you

r handwriting i<

If you decide lo illustrate

your entry then make sure your
pictures are very clear. They
need nol be works of art, just

neatly drawn diagrams. You
can also include ideas for colour
and sound. Il is nol essential lo

send illustrations but ii would
be very helpful to the judges.

Post your entry lo: Syslem 3

Competition. Home Comput-
ing Weekly, No. I Golden
Square, London W1R JAB.
Entries close on first posl on
Friday 5lh April, 1985.

as you wish, but you must
an official entry coupon every

Important: please follow
cart fully Ihe guidelines on
entering — incomplete coupons

used as a label, so clear wr
is essential. Attach your i

coupon firmly 10 your g
design and siory. Coupons and
designs which gel separated

cannot be judged.

.; Vpr. ^.pL.i.hli-.,

sY*tem 3 Competition'

Entry Coupon

WEEKLY 19 Man



HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED
01-437 0699
EXT 322.

Semi Send your requirements to:

Becki Wilson
ASP LTD.
1 Golden Square,
London W1R 3AB

Hertford SC1* inz D9«3-5S1iai

SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE III HI
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HCW needs you
Have you ever looked al ihe articles and programs in

HCW and ihoughi you could have written that?

Why nol try? Wc weli'iime submissions from readers

and are always interested in your ideas and
suggestions.

Submissions tend to fall into one of three

categories...

Programs are always supplied on cassette and are

iiiwimpaiik'd ii\ lull (k';a:|s of [he program variables.

Please type these details double-spaced. Listings are

helpful, but not essential. What is vital is that the

programs should be completely error free, so please

double cheek.
Articles on certain aspects of using home computers

should be no longer than 1000 words. Try to keep to

the style you see in HCW and include programming
examples where they will help the reader understand
the subject. We will convert your sketched illustrations

into final artwork.

We also use short tips, articles and brief

programming routines. Any discoveries you have
made about your machine might be of interest to other

All contributions are acknowledged and those

accepted for publication are paid for at competitive

rates. The copyright in such work will pass to Argus
Sptviali.si Piibliiaiiions Ltd. Keep a copy of your work
and include a telephone number and an SAE. Please

label everything clearly with your name and the

machine concerned.
All contributions should be sent to:

Submissions
Home Computing Weekly

No.l Golden Square London WIB 3AB
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(. iimikii him ;ii: M rdtiu Kd. MacRae of Blairgow
RiimloMo:),'. Miiid-UMie. Kern book on T1-W/4A
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ME14 2QN code, entitled The Best of 99er,

Compuiin
Watford, Herts WD2 6AS

zap programs and (*14.»5).

If you're Interested write If any other readers I

Murray Hansen, 8 Goss similar problems ihen writ

cent, HngSGOCe, Kangaroo us and maybe our helpline

id, Australia 5223. help you.
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Features # Play the computer or a friend • Computer *

player gets tougher as you do • 64 Battle combinations

• Separate battleground screen • Medieval pieces

like the wizard and the sorceress - magic spells and a board
that changes as you play • Deluxe boxed package includes

full instruction and hints manual • Joystick controlled

mmmmmmtmsmmmmmmmmmami



48K SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM

V

"ALIEN 8" recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT

Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWORTHS
and all good software retail outlets. Also available from

ULTIMATE FLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU

(PfifP included) Tel: 0530 411485


